Redefining the Sacredness of Ubud: Sacred Spaces and Modernity in Dialogue
BALI IN NUTSHELL

Preserving the Culture instead of Farming and Factory
- Place of the Healers
- Place of Artists
- Spiritual Awakening
- The Opposite Pole of Kuta
FRAMING UBUD

Kingdom and Colonial Era:
The Place of Healing

70's and modern time:
Spiritual Haven for Painters and Artists

Bali Bombing

Post-Bali Bombing:
“Spiritual” Awakening
The Sacredness in (and of) Ubud: The Intertwine of Tourism and Sacred Space
for the TOURIST

Sacred as the Signage Told by
for the TOURIST

Saraswati Temple
PENGUMUMAN

BAGI ANDA YANG MEMASUKI PURA INI DIHARAPKAN:
1. AGAR BERPAKAIAN YANG RAPI DAN SOPAN.
2. SELALU MENTAAI PETUNJUK YANG ADA.
3. BAGI WANITA YANG SEDANG HAI DI APANG
   MEMASUKI PURA.
4. JAGALAH KEBERSIHAN DAN KELANSTRARIAN
   LINGKUNGAN.

*YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE*

VISITOR ENTERING THIS TEMPLE ARE

KINDLY:
1. TO BE DRESSED NEATLY AND PROPERLY.
2. TO OBSERVE THE EXISTED DIRECTORY.
3. TO STAY AWAY DURING YOUR PERIOD
   (FOR THE LADIES).
4. KEEP CLEANLINESS AND ENVIRONMENT
   CONSERVATION.

for the TOURIST

Temple’s Rules
for the SPIRITUAL ENTHUSIASM

Mind, Body and Spirit Experiences
Sacred is everywhere they dwell.
SHARING THE SACRED

- What is the Difference?
- What is Similar?
- Taksu = Vibe = Relaxation